
Cryptology homework sheet 5
Due: 11 October 2018, 10:45 for students of 2MMC10 and

22 November 2018, 10:45 for students following the MasterMath course.

2MMC10: Please hand in your homework in groups of two or three. To submit your
homework, place it on the table of the lecturer before the lecture.
Mastermath: Please team up in groups of 2 or 3. Please submit your homework by email
to crypto.course@tue.nl.
Please write the names and student numbers on the homework sheet. Please indicate your
home university and study direction.
I strongly advise that you try to solve the exercises on your own before discussing the
solution in your homework group. After discussion your group should pick one solution
and hand that in.

You can use a calculator or some computer algebra system for these exercises, but make
sure to document all intermediate computations.

Exercises

1. Pollard’s roh method. Use Pollard’s rho method for factorization to find a factor
of 27887. Use starting point x0 = 17, iteration function xi+1 = x2

i + 1 and Floyd’s
cycle finding method, i.e. compute gcd(x2i − xi, 27887) until a non-trivial gcd is
found. Make sure to document the intermediate steps.

2. Pollard’s p− 1 method.Use the p− 1 method to factor 27887 with basis a = 2 and
exponent s = lcm{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 11}.

3. Dixon’s method. Use Dixon’s factorization method to factor
the number n = 403 using a1 = 22.

4. Dixon’s method II. Factor n = 391 using Dixon’s method where you use

a1 = 45, a2 = 73, a3 = 90, a4 = 43, a5 = 21, a6 = 95, a7 = 74, a8 = 87 with factor base
F = {2, 3, 5, 7}.

5. Repetition proofs. Let F be a length-preserving pseudorandom function. For the
following constructions of a keyed function F ′ : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n−1 → {0, 1}2n, state
whether F ′ is a pseudorandom function. If yes, give a full formal proof; if not, show
an attack.

(a) F ′k(x)
def
= Fk(0‖x)‖Fk(1‖x).

(b) F ′k(x)
def
= Fk(0‖x)‖Fk(x‖1).

Here ‖ denotes string concatenation.


